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Abstract
We develop a mechanism of “isotropy separation for compact objects”
that explicitly describes an invertible G-spectrum through its collection
of geometric fixed points and gluing data located in certain variants of
the stable module category. As an application, we carry out a complete
analysis of invertible G-spectra in the case G = A5. A further application
is given by showing that the Picard groups of SpG and a category of
derived Mackey functors agree.
1 Introduction
The∞-category SpG of genuineG-spectra for a finite groupG, obtained from G-
spaces by stabilisation with respect to all representation spheres, has a very in-
teresting Picard group. By construction, representation spheres SV give invert-
ible objects in SpG, but the corresponding homomorphism RO(G)→ Pic(SpG)
is generally neither injective nor surjective. For this reason, invertible G-spectra
are commonly called (stable) homotopy representations of G. They have been
studied quite a lot, for example in [tDP82], [Bau89], [FLM01].
One can check that invertible objects of SpG are precisely given by compact
objects X all of whose geometric fixed points ΦH(X) ∈ Sp are equivalent to
shifts SdH of the sphere spectrum. By recording the dimension of those spheres
into a dimension function H 7→ dH , one obtains a homomorphism
Pic(SpG)→
∏
Orb(G)
Z (1)
where the product is over isomorphism classes of orbits of G (or equivalently,
conjugacy classes of subgroups of G). This dimension homomorphism is studied
by tom Dieck-Petrie [tDP82] to great effect: They identify the kernel with
Pic(A(G)), the Picard group of the Burnside ring of G, which is finite, and
they determine the image rationally, by explicitly describing a certain subgroup
of
∏
Orb(G) Z and proving that the dimension homomorphism factors over a
rational isomorphism onto that subgroup. The subgroup is precisely cut out
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by relations arising from subquotients Cp × Cp of G, due to Borel [Bor60]. In
particular, tom Dieck and Petrie prove that the dimension homomorphism is a
rational isomorphism if G admits no subquotients of the form Cp × Cp.
Integrally, the image behaves in an interesting way. For example, the result
by tom Dieck and Petrie shows abstractly that for an odd integer n, there is
some d 6= 0 and some invertible D2n-spectrum X ∈ Pic(Sp
D2n) with underlying
object Sd, but ΦHX ≃ S0 for each nontrivial subgroup H ⊆ G. One can check
that the possible d are precisely the multiples of 4. More generally, a complete
description of the group of dimension functions realizable by invertibleG-spectra
is obtained by Bauer [Bau89] in terms of the representation theory of G.
In this paper, we exhibit an interesting connection between the dimension
functions of invertible objects of SpG, and the stable module category of the
group G. This is roughly obtained by localising finitely generated G-modules by
finitely generated projective ones, and is closely related to Tate cohomology. We
will see that the above example of invertible objects overD2n is closely connected
to the 4-periodicity of the Tate cohomology of D2n, and more generally we will
exhibit a mechanism by which Pic(SpG) is controlled by the Picard groups of
stable module categories associated to the Weyl groups of subgroups of G.
Invertible objects of stable module categories are known in modular represen-
tation theory as endotrivial modules. Much work has been done to understand
these in the abelian and p-group case, see [Dad78a], [Dad78b], [Alp01], [CT04],
[CT05], and there are strong results on how the Picard group of the stable
module category of a group G is controlled by its p-subgroups [Gro16].
Our key tool will be a variant of isotropy separation interacting well with
compact objects and monoidal structures. Roughly, a compact G-spectrum
will be described by its various geometric fixed points together with gluing
data in certain stable module categories. This approach gives a very satisfying
categorical perspective on several classical unstable arguments based on explicit
attachment of cells. In particular, we obtain an inductive description of the
Picard ∞-groupoid P ic(SpG). Here SpGω /F denotes a certain localisation of
SpGω obtained by killing isotropy from a family of orbits F ⊆ Orb(G).
Theorem 1.1. For a family F of orbits and G/K 6∈ F with G/K ′ ∈ F for all
K ′ ( K, there is a 1-cartesian diagram of Picard ∞-groupoids
P ic(SpGω /F) P ic(Sp
G
ω /F ∪ {G/K})
P ic(Fun(BWG(K),Modω(Z))) P ic(StMod(ZWG(K))).
HΦK HΦ
K (2)
In particular, this diagram gives a pullback diagram on homotopy categories.
Inductively, this describes a Picard object X of SpG through the homolo-
gies H∗(Φ
KX) together with gluing isomorphisms in StMod(ZWG(K)). This
is not only quite computable, which we illustrate by computing the dimension
functions in the case G = A5 in Section 8, it also has interesting theoretical ap-
plications. Indeed, the diagram (2) admits a version with coefficients, computing
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P ic(Mod(RG)) instead of P ic(Sp
G) for R any ordinary connective commutative
ring spectrum, and RG ∈ Sp
G the equivariant spectrum obtained by restriction
along G→ e (usually called inflation). Diagram (2) then shows that the Picard
group of RG only depends on pi0(R). For example, we get:
Theorem 1.2. Pic(SpG) agrees with the Picard group of ModSpG(HZG).
Here HZG, the inflation of HZ ∈ Sp along G → e, is the Z-linearisation of
the genuine sphere. It is a genuine G-spectrum with all geometric fixed points
given by HZ (not to be confused with a Mackey functor Eilenberg-Mac Lane
spectrum). The category ModSpG(HZG) is equivalent to the category of coher-
ent Mackey functors with values in ModSp(HZ) ≃ D(Z), see [PSW20, Corollary
4.11]. In that sense, Theorem 1.2 should be regarded as a more algebraic per-
spective on the image of the dimension homomorphism 1, even though Mackey
functors with values in D(Z) still involve complicated coherences.
Similar results have been obtained by Grodal-Smith [GS07] by different
methods.
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2 Preliminaries
In this note, we work with the ∞-category SG (resp. SG∗ ) of G-spaces (resp.
pointed G-spaces), and the ∞-category SpG of genuine G-spectra. The per-
spective we take is rather axiomatic, indeed, we will use just the following facts.
These are well-known and can be proven in each of the common models for
genuine equivariant homotopy theory, see e.g. [MM02], [GM95], [Sch], [Bar17],
[BGS20] or the appendix of [HHR16].
1. SpG is a stable, symmetric-monoidal ∞-category. There is a symmetric-
monoidal functor Σ∞ : SG∗ → Sp
G from the ∞-category of pointed G-
spaces, endowed with the smash product. Σ∞ admits a right adjoint Ω∞
which commutes with filtered colimits and is faithful.
2. As a consequence of (1), Σ∞ preserves compact objects, and the orbits
Σ∞+ G/H form a system of compact generators.
3. There are symmetric-monoidal functors ΦH : SpG → Sp, which preserve
colimits and satisfy ΦHΣ∞X ≃ Σ∞XH .
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4. For X ∈ SpG with ΦHX ≃ 0 for all H ( K, we have a natural equivalence
ΦKX ≃ XK := mapSpG(Σ
∞
+ G/K,X). In particular, if all Φ
KX ≃ 0, then
all XK ≃ 0, so X ≃ 0. Thus, the ΦK together detect equivalences.
5. The Σ∞+G/H are all dualizable in Sp
G. Since these are compact gener-
ators, and dualizable objects are closed under extensions and retracts, it
follows that all compact objects in SpG are dualizable. Conversely, all
dualizable objects are compact, since the unit SG = Σ∞+G/G is.
For a presentably symmetric-monoidal ∞-category C, recall that we can
form the Picard ∞-groupoid P ic(C). This is always small: If the unit of C is
κ-compact, it follows that all invertible objects are κ-compact, and since Cκ is
essentially small, it follows that P ic(C) is essentially small, too. Thus, P ic(C)
can be considered as a space (in fact, the infinite loop space of a spectrum
pic(C), due to the symmetric-monoidal structure), with pi0(P ic(C)) = Pic(C),
the usual Picard group of C, consisting of isomorphism classes of invertible
objects. P ic(C) has higher homotopy groups as well: pi1(P ic(C)) is given by
homotopy classes of automorphisms of the unit of C, and for n ≥ 2 pin(P ic(C))
agrees with pin−1 EndC(I). The advantage of P ic(C) over the mere Picard group
Pic(C) is that P ic commutes with limits of symmetric-monoidal ∞-categories,
see [MS16, Prop. 2.2.3]. This enables us to apply descent methods to the study
of the Picard group.
Since P ic is functorial in symmetric-monoidal functors, geometric fixed points
ΦH : SpG → Sp induce maps P ic(SpG) → P ic(Sp). This is just expressing the
fact that for X an invertible G-spectrum, ΦHX is an invertible spectrum, i.e.
a shift of the sphere spectrum. A converse of this fact holds as well: Given a
compact G-spectrum X ∈ SpGω , then X is invertible if and only if all its geomet-
ric fixed points ΦHX are. To see this, note that X is dualizable, so we have a
dual DX with canonical evaluation map
DX ⊗X → SG.
The assertion that X is invertible is equivalent to this being an equivalence.
But since ΦH is symmetric-monoidal, thus preserves duals, and all ΦH together
detect equivalences, this is equivalent to all ΦHX being invertible. Note that
without the a priori assumption of compactness of X , knowing that the ΦHX
are invertible is not enough. For example, one can find C2-spectra X and Y
with ΦC2X ≃ 0, ΦeX ≃ S, and ΦeY ≃ 0, ΦC2Y ≃ S, so their sum X ⊕ Y has
all geometric fixed points given by invertible spectra. But X and Y as above
can never be compact, and so in particular X ⊕ Y cannot be invertible.
The goal of this paper is to make this relationship between invertible objects
of SpGω and their geometric fixed points tighter, and to explicitly describe the
data required to reconstruct X out of the various ΦHX .
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3 Isotropy separation for compact objects
Definition 3.1. We call F ⊆ Orb(G) a family of orbits of G, if whenever
G/H ∈ F and H ′ ⊆ H, we have G/H ′ ∈ F .
For such a family, there are cofiber sequences in SpG, functorial in X , of the
form
XF → X → XFc
where ΦHXFc ≃ 0 whenever G/H ∈ F , and ΦHXF ≃ 0 whenever G/H 6∈ F .
This cofiber sequence is part of a recollement, which allows one to describe the
category of genuine G-spectra in terms of certain categories of G-spectra with
isotropy supported at F or away from F , arising as Bousfield localisations of
SpG. This is described in detail in [QS19]. Inductively, one can describe SpG
in terms of a sequence of recollements which exhibits it as built from pieces
associated to one isotropy subgroup at a time. For example, in the case of
G = Cp, where there are only two subgroups, this description takes the form of
a pullback diagram (cf. [MNN17, Theorem 6.24])
SpCp Fun(∆1, Sp)
Fun(BCp, Sp) Sp
t (3)
where the left vertical functor takes a G-spectrum X to its underlying spectrum
ΦeX with the action by the Weyl group WCp(e) = Cp, and the top vertical
functor takes X to the arrow ΦCpX → (ΦeX)tCp . On the level of objects, this
square precisely says that a Cp-spectrum X can be recovered from this data,
i.e. a spectrum ΦCpX , a spectrum ΦeX with Cp-action, and some map
ΦCpX → (ΦeX)tCp . (4)
On morphisms, this pullback square leads to the familiar Tate square on map-
ping spectra,
mapSpCp (X,Y ) map(X,Y )
ΦCp
map(X,Y )hCp map(X,Y )tCp ,
(5)
valid for compact X ∈ SpG. Here map denotes the internal Hom of SpCp .
One should consider the upper right corner to measure maps on the part with
isotropy Cp (i.e. geometric Cp-fixed points), the lower left corner to measure
maps on the part with trivial isotropy (i.e. geometric fixed points with respect
to the trivial subgroup e ⊆ Cp), and the lower right corner to somehow control
the gluing of these parts.
While very satisfying, this perspective is not well-suited to control Pic(SpG):
Of course, for X to be invertible, it is necessary that ΦeX and ΦCpX are
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invertible spectra, but in addition X needs to be a compact object of SpG.
This translates to a condition on the map (4) which seems hard to determine
explicitly. This is closely related to the fact that the pieces XF and XFc in
the general isotropy separation sequence admit a description in terms of the
classifying space EF of the family F of subgroups, which is basically never
compact.
So we take a different route, and work with compact objects to begin with.
In this picture, we will derive a pullback diagram different from (3), which looks
much more like a direct categorification of (5). Specifically, in the special case
of G = Cp, compact objects X ∈ Sp
Cp
ω will correspond to a pair of compact
objects ΦeX ∈ Fun(BCp, Sp) and ΦCpX ∈ Sp as before, but now with an
equivalence between their images in a certain category which we view as a version
of the stable module category with coefficients in the sphere. The corresponding
pullback diagram on morphisms will directly recover the Tate square.
First recall the following construction:
Definition 3.2. For a stable ∞-category B with stable full subcategory A, a
map in B is a mod A equivalence, if its fiber is equivalent to an object of A.
The Verdier quotient B/A is the Dwyer-Kan localization of B with respect to all
mod A equivalences.
Lemma 3.3. Mapping spectra in B/A admit the following two descriptions:
1. mapB/A(X,Y ) ≃ colimX′ ∼−→X mapB(X
′, Y ), where the colimit ranges over
(op of) the cofiltered diagram of all mod A equivalences X ′ → X over X.
2. mapB/A(X,Y ) ≃ colimY ∼−→Y ′ mapB(X,Y
′), where the colimit ranges over
the filtered diagram of all mod A equivalences Y → Y ′ under Y .
Proof. See [NS18, Theorem I.3.3], which proves (2) as (ii). (1) follows analo-
gously, or by replacing B by its opposite category.
Corollary 3.4. The maps in B which become equivalences in B/A are precisely
those whose fiber is a retract of an object in A. In particular, if A is closed
under retracts in B, the maps that become equivalences in B/A are precisely the
equivalences mod A.
Proof. Since the functor B → B/A is exact, a map goes to an equivalence
precisely if its fiber is mapped to 0. An object is zero precisely if its identity
agrees with its zero endomorphism, by the description from Lemma 3.3 this
happens to X precisely if there is an X ′ such that the zero map X ′ → X is a
mod A equivalence, i.e. if X is a summand of an object in A.
Lemma 3.5. Let B be symmetric-monoidal, and let A be a stable full subcate-
gory. There exists an essentially unique symmetric monoidal structure on B/A
and the functor B → B/A precisely if the subcategory A is an ideal, i.e. for any
X ∈ A and Y ∈ B, we have X ⊗ Y ∈ A.
Proof. This is [NS18, Theorem I.3.6].
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Definition 3.6. For a family F of orbits of G, we let
SpGω /F
denote the Verdier quotient of SpGω by the thick subcategory 〈Σ
∞
+G/H〉G/H∈F
generated by the suspension spectra of orbits in F (which are always compact)
under cofibers, fibers and retracts.
Since F is a family and the product of two G-orbits admits a double coset de-
composition, one sees that Lemma 3.5 makes SpGω /F into a symmetric-monoidal
localization of SpGω .
Lemma 3.7. Let F be a family of orbits, and let G/K be an orbit not contained
in F , but such that all G/K ′ with K ′ ( K are contained in F . For X ∈ SpGω
we then have
mapSpGω /F (Σ
∞
+G/K,X) ≃ Φ
KX
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, we can describe the mapping spectrum in question as a
filtered colimit
colim
X
∼−→X′
mapSpGω (Σ
∞
+ G/H,X
′).
In the larger category SpG, which contains SpGω as a full subcategory, Σ
∞
+ G/K
is compact and we can thus write the above diagram as
mapSpG(Σ
∞
+G/K, colim
X
∼−→X′
X ′) ≃
(
colim
X
∼−→X′
X ′
)K
,
where the colimit is taken over all maps X → X ′ under X with fiber in
〈Σ∞+G/H〉G/H∈F .
The map X → colim
X
∼−→X′ X
′ induces an isomorphism on geometric fixed
points for all subgroups not contained in F , because objects of the thick sub-
category 〈Σ∞+G/H〉H∈F have trivial geometric fixed points for groups not in
F . Furthermore, the H-fixed points (colim
X
∼−→X′ X
′)H ≃ colim
X
∼−→X′(X
′)H
for every H ∈ F vanish. We check this on homotopy groups: Given an element
α ∈ pin(colimX ∼−→X′(X
′)H), it is represented by a map Sn ⊗ Σ∞+ (G/H) → X
′
for some mod 〈G/H〉H∈F equivalence X → X ′. But then the cofiber
Sn ⊗ Σ∞+ G/H → X
′ → X ′′
also gives an object X → X ′′ in the filtered colimit diagram, and α is evidently
zero in pin((X
′′)H).
It follows immediately from the usual definition of geometric fixed points that
a G-spectrum Z whose fixed points vanish for all proper subgroups K ′ ( K has
ZK ≃ ΦKZ. In our situation, this implies
mapSpG(Σ
∞
+ G/K, colim
X
∼−→X′
X ′) ≃ ΦK colim
X
∼−→X′
X ′ ≃ ΦKX,
as desired.
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Lemma 3.8. The functor ΦK : SpGω /F → Spω admits a refinement Sp
G
ω /F →
Fun(BWG(K), Spω), and this induces equivalences
mapSpGω /F (X,Y )→ mapFun(BWG(K),Spω)(Φ
KX,ΦKY )
whenever X or Y is contained in the thick subcategory 〈Σ∞+ G/K〉 generated by
Σ∞+G/K in Sp
G
ω /F .
Proof. G/K, considered as a G-space, admits aWG(K)-action, i.e. a refinement
to Fun(BWG(K),SG), where SG denotes the ∞-category of G-spaces. The
desired refinement of ΦK is then obtained by functoriality. For the claim about
mapping spectra, we first observe that this is true for X = Σ∞+G/K. Indeed,
ΦKΣ∞+G/K = Σ
∞
+ (G/K)
K = Σ∞+WG(K) is free as a spectrum with WG(K)-
action, and thus
mapSpGω /F (Σ
∞
+ G/K, Y )→ mapFun(BWG(K),Spω)(Φ
KΣ∞+G/K,Φ
KY ) ≃ ΦKY
is seen to be the equivalence from Lemma 3.7. Now note that the collection of
all X for which this map is an equivalence is certainly a thick subcategory since
both sides are exact functors in X , so since it contains Σ∞+G/K, it contains all
of 〈Σ∞+ G/K〉.
For the corresponding statement where Y is in the thick subcategory gener-
ated by Σ∞+ G/K, we use duality: Every object of Sp
G
ω is dualizable by equiv-
ariant Spanier-Whitehead duality, and since the functor to SpGω /F is essen-
tially surjective and symmetric-monoidal, this holds true in SpGω /F as well.
Also, ΦK is symmetric-monoidal, so in particular preserves duals. It follows
that we can replace map(X,Y ) with map(DY,DX) on both sides, and since
D(Σ∞+G/K) ≃ Σ
∞
+G/K, this reduces us to the previously established state-
ment.
We now analyze a relative situation, where we consider two families F ,
F ∪ {G/K} which only differ by one orbit. More precisely, for a family of
orbits F and G/K 6∈ F with all G/K ′ for K ′ ( K contained in F , F ∪ {G/K}
is also a family of orbits. Observe that we then can consider SpGω /F ∪{G/K} a
localisation of SpGω /F , namely as the Verdier quotient by the thick subcategory
〈Σ∞+G/K〉 generated by Σ
∞
+ G/K.
We are now in the abstract situation of the following lemma:
Lemma 3.9. Let A ⊆ B be a stable full subcategory of the stable ∞-category
B, and let F : B → B′ be an exact functor. Assume that
1. F induces an equivalence mapB(X,Y )→ mapB′(FX,FY ) whenever X ∈
A or Y ∈ A. In particular, F |A is fully faithful.
2. A is closed under retracts in B, and the essential image F (A) is closed
under retracts in B′.
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Then we have a pullback diagram of Verdier quotients
B B/A
B′ B′/F (A)
F
Proof. We first check that the functor from B into the pullback is fully faithful.
This amounts to checking that the diagram
mapB(X,Y ) colimX′
∼−→X mapB(X
′, Y )
mapB′(FX,FY ) colimX′
∼−→FX mapB′(X
′, FY )
is a pullback diagram. We check that the map between the horizontal fibers is
an equivalence. The fiber of the upper horizontal map admits a description as
colim
(X→A)∈AX/
mapB(A, Y )
where we have exploited that an equivalence mod A X ′ → X is the fiber of its
cofiber X → A, A ∈ A. Similarly, the fiber of the lower horizontal map admits
a description as
colim
(FX→A)∈FAFX/
mapB′(A,FY ).
By the first assumption, these diagrams agree.
We now show the functor from B to the pullback is essentially surjective. We
thus have to show that, given an object b ∈ B (representing some object in B/A)
and an object b′ ∈ B′, together with an equivalence between b′ and Fb in B′/A,
we can find a new object b˜′ in B, lifting b′ under F , and an equivalence between
b˜′ and b in B/A lifting the previously given equivalence. Since equivalences
in B/A are precisely zigzags of maps with fiber in A by Corollary 3.4, we are
reduced to check the following two facts:
1. Given an object b′ ∈ B′, an object b ∈ B, and a map Fb → b′ in B′ with
fiber in FA, there is a map b → b˜′ in B, with fiber in A, lifting the map
Fb→ b′.
2. Given an object b′ ∈ B′, an object b ∈ B, and a map b′ → Fb in B′ with
fiber in FA, there is a map b˜′ → b in B, with fiber in A, lifting the map
Fb→ b′.
In the first situation, we let a ∈ FA be the fiber of Fb→ b′. By assumption,
there is an essentially unique a˜→ b, with a˜ ∈ A, lifting the morphism a→ Fb,
and the cofiber of a˜ → b is the desired lift. In the second situation, we instead
let a ∈ FA be the cofiber of b′ → Fb. Again we have an essentially unique
b→ a˜ lifting the morphism Fb→ a, and its fiber is the desired lift.
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Theorem 3.10. Let F be a family of orbits of G and G/K 6∈ F with G/K ′ ∈ F
for all K ′ ( F . Then there is a pullback diagram of symmetric-monoidal stable
∞-categories
SpGω /F Sp
G
ω /F ∪ {G/K}
Fun(BWG(K), Spω) Fun(BWG(K), Spω)/〈S[WG(K)]〉
ΦK Φ
K
Proof. We apply Lemma 3.9. By Lemma 3.8, the first condition is satisfied.
The second condition requires some justification, as 〈Σ∞+G/K〉 upstairs and
〈S[WG(K)]〉 downstairs are both by definition closed under retracts in the re-
spective ambient category, but it is not a priori clear that the essential image
of ΦK |〈Σ∞
+
G/K〉 agrees with 〈S[WG(K)]〉 (this is closely related to the fact that
SpGω /F is not necessarily idempotent complete, so 〈Σ
∞
+ G/K〉 is not necessarily
idempotent complete).
However, there is also a functor Fun(BWG(K), Sp) → Sp
G, given by send-
ing a spectrum X with WG(K)-action to X ⊗WG(K) Σ
∞
+G/K, and it takes
〈S[WG(K)]〉 to the thick subcategory 〈Σ∞+ G/K〉 in Sp
G. After a further com-
posite to SpGω /F , this splits the functor Φ
K : 〈Σ∞+G/K〉 → 〈S[WG(K)]〉 above
and shows that it is essentially surjective, which proves the theorem.
We can also give a version with coefficients. To state this, let X ∈ Sp be
an ordinary spectrum. We obtain a genuine spectrum XG in genuine G-spectra
by restricting X ∈ Sp = Spe along the map G → e (this is commonly called
inflation rather than restriction). This construction Sp → SpG commutes with
colimits and sends S to the genuine sphere SG. In particular, XG also admits a
description as X⊗SG, using that Sp
G is tensored over spectra, since it is stable
and admits colimits. This also shows that X 7→ XG is symmetric-monoidal,
so if R is a commutative ring spectrum, RG is a commutative algebra in Sp
G.
Finally, we also see ΦKXG ≃ X .
Theorem 3.11. Let R be an ordinary connective commutative ring spectrum,
and let F and K be as in Theorem 3.10. Then there is a pullback diagram of
symmetric-monoidal stable ∞-categories
Modω(RG)/F Modω(RG)/F ∪ {G/K}
Fun(BWG(K),Modω(R)) Fun(BWG(K),Modω(R))/〈R[WG(K)]〉,
ΦK Φ
K
where Modω(RG)/F denotes the Verdier quotient by 〈RG ⊗ Σ∞+ G/H〉G/H∈F .
Proof. The conclusion of Lemma 3.8 still holds for the functor Modω(R)/F →
Fun(BWG(K),Modω(Φ
KR)). For maps out of R ⊗ Σ∞+ G/K, this reduces by
an adjunction to the claim that colim
X
∼
−→X′ X
′ has trivial geometric H-fixed
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points for all H ∈ F , which is done by a similar argument as there. As objects
Mod(R)ω are still dualizable, the rest of the argument goes through unchanged.
To see that ΦK is essentially surjective on kernels, we can similarly construct
a section: The functor Fun(BWG(K), Sp) → Sp
G, X 7→ X ⊗WG(K) Σ
∞
+ (G/K)
sends R-modules to RG-modules, giving a functor Fun(BWG(K),Mod(R)) →
Mod(RG) which sends R[WG(K)] 7→ RG ⊗ Σ∞+ (G/K). After restricting to
Fun(BWG(K),Modω(R)), this produces a section to Φ
K : Mod(RG)ω/F →
Fun(BWG(K),Modω(R)), which sends 〈R[WG(K)]〉 to 〈Σ∞+ G/K〉. This shows
that the restriction of ΦK to the kernels is essentially surjective.
In the next section, we will interpret the lower right corner as a variant of
the stable module category of G.
4 Stable module categories with general coeffi-
cients
We present here a version of the stable module category of a group G with
coefficients in an arbitrary commutative ring spectrum R. For R the Eilenberg-
MacLane spectrum associated to a field k of characteristic p, this recovers the
usual notion.
Definition 4.1. For a group G and commutative ring spectrum R, we define
the small stable module category StModfin(RG) as the Verdier quotient
Fun(BG,Modω(R))/〈R[G]〉.
For R an ordinary ring (where we still use Mod(R) to refer to module spectra
over R considered as an Eilenberg-Mac Lane spectrum), Modω(R) agrees with
the full subcategory of the derived (∞-)category of R on perfect complexes.
Thus, objects of StModfin(RG) are represented by perfect R-complexes with
a G-action, and morphisms can be described by Lemma 3.3. We first make this
description explicit:
Lemma 4.2. For R a commutative ring spectrum and X,Y compact R-modules
with a G-action, we have that
mapStModfin(RG)(X,Y ) = mapMod(R)(X,Y )
tG.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, we can describe mapStModfin(RG)(X,Y ) as
colim
Y
∼−→Y ′
mapFun(BG,Mod(R)ω)(X,Y
′) = colim
Y
∼−→Y ′
map(X,Y ′)hG,
which, by writing the maps Y → Y ′ as cofibers of their fibers A → Y ∈
〈R[G]〉/Y , we can exhibit as the cofiber of
colim
A∈〈R[G]〉/Y
mapMod(R)(X,A)
hG → mapMod(R)(X,Y )
hG (6)
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If A is in 〈R[G]〉 and X is dualizable, mapMod(R)(X,A) = DX ⊗R A is annihi-
lated by the Tate construction, so in the diagram
colimA∈〈R[G]〉/Y mapMod(R)(X,A)hG mapMod(R)(X,Y )hG
colimA∈〈R[G]〉/Y mapMod(R)(X,A)
hG mapMod(R)(X,Y )
hG
N N
the left vertical map is an equivalence. The upper horizontal map is also an
equivalence: Because homotopy orbits commute with colimits, and X is com-
pact, it suffices to check that
colim
A∈〈R[G]〉/Y
A→ Y
is an equivalence. Equivalently, it suffices to check that the cofiber colim
Y
∼−→Y ′ Y
′
is zero. We can check this on homotopy groups, where it follows from the fact
that the cofiber of a map ΣnR[G]→ Y ′ is still an object in the colimit diagram.
This identifies the map in (6) with the norm N : mapMod(R)(X,Y )hG →
mapMod(R)(X,Y )
hG, and thus its cofiber with mapMod(R)(X,Y )
tG, as desired.
Remark 4.3. Some authors, e.g. [Mat15], refer by stable module category in-
stead to the large, presentable ∞-category Ind(StModfin(kG)). The compact ob-
jects in there agree with the idempotent completion of StModfin(kG). By a sim-
ilar argument as in Proposition 5.2, one sees that this agrees with StModfin(kG)
in the case of a finite field. In general, there are idempotents in StModfin(RG)
that do not split, this happens already for R = Z, G = C6.
In the language of Definition 4.1, Theorem 3.10 thus exhibits SpGω as an iter-
ated pullback along functors Fun(BWG(K), Spω)→ StMod
fin(SG). In particu-
lar, we get a corresponding pullback for Picard groupoids. This is not yet very
useful: Even Pic(Fun(BWG(K), Spω)) is complicated, consisting of all WG(K)-
actions on shifts of S. StModfin(SG) is even more difficult to understand, as
the Tate construction in spectra behaves very surprisingly, due to the Segal
conjecture (proven by Carlsson in [Car84]).
While both categories are individually complicated, the problem becomes
much simpler in a relative sense. More precisely, we will be able to control the
above functor by the correspondingZ-linear version Fun(BWG(K),Modω(Z))→
StModfin(ZG). This will allow us to control the Picard group of SpG through
the Picard group of StModfin(ZG), which is a purely algebraic object.
Definition 4.4. Let R be a connective commutative ring spectrum. We say
an object X ∈ Modω(R) is concentrated in [a, b] for integers a, b if X is a-
connective and the R-linear dual DX is (−b)-connective.
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Remark 4.5. One can check that the notion of being concentrated in [a, b]
agrees with the notion of having Tor-amplitude in [a, b], which is more generally
defined for non-dualizable modules. (An object X ∈Mod(R) has Tor-amplitude
in [a, b] if every X⊗RM has homotopy groups concentrated in [a, b] for every R-
moduleM which has homotopy groups concentrated in degree 0.) Note that being
concentrated in [a, b] is not the same as being a-connective and b-coconnective:
For example, the free module R is concentrated in [0, 0] even if R has positive
homotopy groups. Even for R an ordinary ring, the two notions differ, for
example the Z-module Z/2 is not concentrated in [0, 0], as DZ/2 = Z/2[−1].
Lemma 4.6.
1. If X is concentrated in [a, b] with a > b, X ≃ 0.
2. If X is concentrated in [a, a], it is a retract of a finite sum of copies of
ΣaR (“finitely generated projective concentrated in degree a”).
Proof. If X is concentrated in [a, b] with a > b, the connectivity of X⊗RDX is
a− b > 0. So the unit R→ X ⊗R DX of the duality is zero for degree reasons,
and thus X ≃ 0.
If X is concentrated in [a, a], X⊗DX is 0-connective, and pi0(X ⊗RDX) ∼=
pia(X) ⊗pi0(R) pi−a(DX). So the duality between X and DX yields a duality
between pia(X) and pi−a(DX) in the abelian category of pi0(R)-modules. In
particular, those are finitely generated projective. We now choose a retract P
of a finite sum of copies of ΣaR and a map P → X inducing an isomorphism
on pia. By duality, the map pi−a(DX) → pi−a(DP ) is an isomorphism as well,
and so the cofiber sequences
P → X → C
DC → DX → DP
show that C is concentrated in [a+1, a], therefore vanishes by the first statement.
So P ≃ X , which finishes the proof.
Lemma 4.7. Let R be a connective ring spectrum. Every object of StModfin(RG)
admits a representative in Fun(BG,Modω(R)) whose underlying R-module is
concentrated in [0, 0], i.e. a retract of a finite sum of copies of R (“finitely
generated projective and concentrated in degree 0”).
An object X ∈ Fun(BG,Modω(R)) whose underlying R-module is concen-
trated in [0, 0] is zero in StModfin(R(G)) if and only if X is a retract of a finite
sum of copies of R[G].
Proof. Assume we have X ∈ Fun(BG,Modω(R)) whose underlying R-module
is concentrated in the interval [a, b] with a < 0 ≤ b. We find a map⊕
ΣaR[G]→ X,
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from a finite free module on generators of degree a, which is surjective on pia.
Its cofiber X ′ now is a+ 1-connective, and the dual fiber sequence
DX ′ → DX → Σ−a
⊕
R[G]
shows that, since a < b, DX ′ is still (−b)-connective, so X ′ is concentrated in
[a+ 1, b]. Also, by construction, X → X ′ is an equivalence in StModfin(RG).
Inductively, we can assume X to be concentrated in [0, b]. So the dual is con-
centrated in [−b, 0], and we can perform the same construction as before, before
dualizing back to obtain a representative of the same object of StModfin(RG)
concentrated in the interval [0, 0].
For the second part, assumeX ∈ Fun(BG,Modω(R)) is zero in StMod
fin(RG),
i.e. X ∈ 〈R[G]〉. Since mapFun(BG,Modω(R))(R[G], R[G]) = R[G] is connective,
a standard argument shows that every object of 〈R[G]〉 is a retract of a finite
complex, i.e. there is a C with a finite filtration by Cn such that each cofiber
Cn/Cn−1 is a finite sum of copies of Σ
nR[G], and the identity of X factors as
X → C → X .
Now since C/C0 is an extension of copies of Σ
iR for i > 0, and DX is
connective, so all maps X → ΣiR for i > 0 are nullhomotopic, the map X →
C factors over C0. We thus obtain a factorization of the identity on X as
X → C0 → X . Since C−1 is an extension of copies of ΣiR for i < 0, we
similarly have that the map C−1 → X is nullhomotopic, so the map C0 → X
factors through C0/C−1, and we obtain a factorization of the identity on X as
X → C0/C−1 → X . By assumption, C0/C−1 is a finite sum of copies of R[G],
as desired.
Remark 4.8. Note that this shows in particular that every finite spectrum with
G-action is equivalent in Fun(BG, Spω) to some G-action on a finite wedge of
spheres. This highlights how far such actions are from being classified by their
homology: For G = Cp, the Segal conjecture together with Lemma 4.7 tells us
that every finite p-complete spectrum arises as tCp applied to a suitable Cp-
action on a wedge of 0-spheres.
In terms of representatives concentrated in [0, 0], we can also give a descrip-
tion of morphisms in StModfin(RG):
Lemma 4.9. Let X,Y ∈ Fun(BG,Modω(R)) be two objects whose underlying
R-module is concentrated in [0, 0]. Then
[X,Y ]StModfin(RG) := pi0mapStModfin(RG)(X,Y )
is given by the group of maps X → Y in Fun(BG,Modω(R)) modulo those maps
which factor through a finite sum of copies of R[G].
Proof. We first check that a map X → Y in Fun(BG,Modω(R)) becomes zero
in StModfin(RG) precisely if it factors through a finite sum of copies of R[G].
By Lemma 3.3, a map X → Y becomes zero in StModfin(RG) precisely if we can
precompose it with a mod 〈R[G]〉-equivalence X ′ → X such that the composite
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X ′ → X → Y becomes zero. Equivalently, this means that a map is zero
precisely if it factors as
X → A→ Y
with A ∈ 〈R[G]〉.
Given such a diagram, assume A is concentrated in [a, b] with a < 0 ≤ b.
As in the proof of Lemma 4.7, we can take the cofiber A′ of a suitable map⊕
ΣaR[G] → A to achieve that A′ is concentrated in [a+ 1, b], and because of
the connectivity of Y the map A → Y extends over A′. Inductively, we can
assume A to be concentrated in [0, b], and by performing the same argument on
the dual diagram
DY → DA→ DX
before dualizing back, we can actually assume A to be concentrated in [0, 0].
Since it is also zero in StModfin(RG), we see by Lemma 4.7 that A is a retract
of a finite sum of copies of R[G], so X → Y also factors through such a finite
sum as we wanted to prove.
We now show every morphism in StModfin between objects concentrated in
[0, 0] can be represented by an actual map in Fun(BG,Modω(R)). By Lemma
3.3, maps X → Y in StModfin can be represented as zigzag
X Y
Y ′
∼
of maps in Fun(BG,Modω(R)). Assume Y
′ is concentrated in [a, b] with a <
0 < b. By taking the cofiber of a suitable map
⊕
ΣR[G] → Y ′ as in the proof
of Lemma 4.7, we can replace Y ′ by a new object, concentrated in [a + 1, b],
without changing the morphism represented by the zigzag. Inductively, we may
assume Y ′ to be concentrated in [0, b].
We now dualize to a diagram
DY ′
DY DX
∼
with DY ′ concentrated in [−b, 0] with −b < 0. In particular, the fiber F
of DY ′ → DY is concentrated in [−b, 0]. By again choosing a suitable map⊕
Σ−bR[G] → F and taking the cofiber of the composite
⊕
Σ−bR[G] → DY ′,
we can change the situation in order to make the fiber F concentrated in
[−b + 1, 0]. Inductively, we may assume the fiber of DY ′ → DY to be con-
centrated in [0, 0]. Dualizing back, we have represented the original morphism
by a zigzag X → Y ′
∼
←− Y , where the right-hand map has cofiber concentrated
in [0, 0].
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This cofiber P is also zero in StModfin(RG), so it is a retract of a finite
sum of copies of R[G], and so we can split the cofiber sequence Y → Y ′ → P
in Fun(BG,Modω(R)). The original morphism is therefore represented by a
zigzag X → Y ⊕ P ← Y . The composite X → Y ⊕ P → Y represents the same
morphism, since in StModfin(RG), the inclusion Y → Y ⊕P and the projection
Y ⊕ P → Y are inverse equivalences.
We can also derive a uniqueness statement for representatives:
Lemma 4.10. Given X,Y ∈ Fun(BG,Modω(RG)) concentrated in [0, 0] and
an equivalence X → Y in StModfin(RG), there exist P,Q both retracts of finite
sums of R[G], and an isomorphism X ⊕ P ≃ Y ⊕ Q in Fun(BG,Modω(RG))
inducing the given equivalence.
Proof. We can represent the given equivalence by a map X → Y . Picking a
suitable sum Q of copies of R[G], and a map X → Q inducing an injection
on pi0 (which we can do by dually surjecting onto pi0(DX)), we obtain a map
X → Q⊕ Y which is injective on pi0. As a result, its cofiber P is concentrated
in [0, 0], and zero in StModfin(RG) since the map X → Y was an equivalence.
So P is a retract of a sum of copies of R[G], and thus the cofiber sequence
X → Q⊕ Y → P
splits, yielding the desired result.
We now explain how the stable module category with coefficients in the
sphere spectrum S relates to the stable module category with coefficients in
Z. Note that we have a functor Modω(S) → Modω(Z) given by basechange,
which induces a functor StModfin(SG) → StModfin(ZG). More generally, for a
connective commutative ring spectrum R, we have a basechange functor from
R → pi0(R). In analogy with the situation for R = S, where this basechange
corresponds to taking homology (or more precisely, chains), we will denote this
functor simply by H .
Lemma 4.11. Let R be connective and let X be an object of StModfin(RG), let
M ∈ Fun(BG,Modω(pi0(R))) be concentrated in degree [0, 0], i.e. a finitely gen-
erated projective pi0(R)-module with a G-action, and assume we have an equiv-
alence M ≃ HX in StModfin(pi0(R)G). Then there exists a representative X ′ ∈
StModfin(RG) of X with HX ′ ≃M in Fun(BG,Modω(pi0(R))). More precisely,
there exists X ′ ∈ Fun(BG,Modω(R)) with HX ′ ≃M in Fun(BG,Modω(pi0(R)))
and an equivalence X ′ ≃ X in StModfin(RG) lifting the given equivalence
M ≃ HX.
Proof. Without limiting generality, we can assume X to be already represented
by an object of Fun(BG,Modω(R)) concentrated in [0, 0]. Then HX is also
concentrated in [0, 0], and the given equivalence M → HX comes from an
isomorphism in Fun(BG,Modω(pi0(R)))
P ⊕M → Q⊕HX.
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We thus have a map P → Q ⊕HX with cofiber M . We now observe that we
can lift the objects P and Q to objects of Fun(BG,Modω(R)). Namely, free
modules
⊕
pi0(R)[G] clearly lift to free modules
⊕
R[G], and all maps between
them lift uniquely up to homotopy due to a version of Hurewicz. So if P and
Q are given as retracts of free pi0(R)[G] modules, we can lift the corresponding
idempotent and obtain lifts P˜ and Q˜. Similarly, homotopy classes of maps
P˜ → Q˜⊕X
correspond precisely to maps P → Q⊕HX . We can first check this more general
statement for P a free module, where it follows by a Hurewicz argument, and
then pass to retracts.
We now let X ′ be the cofiber of the unique lift P˜ → Q˜ ⊕ X , this has the
desired properties.
We can express this previous fact in a more categorical way:
Definition 4.12. We call a diagram
A B
C D
of ∞-categories 1-cartesian if the functor A → C ×D B is essentially surjective
and 1-connective on mapping spaces, i.e. if the maps
MapA(X,Y )→ MapC×DB(X,Y )
are isomorphisms on pi0 and surjective on pi1. In particular, a 1-cartesian dia-
gram of ∞-categories leads to a pullback diagram of their homotopy categories.
Proposition 4.13. Let R be a connective commutative ring spectrum, and let
Modnω(R) denote the full subcategory of Modω(R) on objects concentrated in
[n, n]. Then the diagram
Fun(BG,Modnω(R)) StMod
fin(RG)
Fun(BG,Modnω(pi0(R))) StMod
fin(pi0(R)G)
is 1-cartesian.
Proof. By applying a suitable shift, we can assume n = 0. The functor from
the upper left corner into the actual pullback is essentially surjective: This is
precisely the statement of Lemma 4.11. For the condition on mapping spaces
we need to show that the total homotopy fiber of
mapFun(BG,Modnω(R))(X,Y ) mapStModfin(RG)(X,Y )
mapFun(BG,Modnω(pi0(R))(HX,HY ) mapStModfin(pi0(R)G)(HX,HY )
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is connected. By Lemma 4.2, the horizontal fibers are given by mapR(X,Y )hG
and mappi0(R)(HX,HY )hG respectively. Since homotopy orbits preserve con-
nectivity, it is now sufficient to check that the fiber of
mapR(X,Y )→ mappi0(R)(HX,HY )
has connected fiber. But since X and Y are retracts of sums of copies of R, this
follows at once from the fact that the fiber of R→ pi0(R) is connected.
While this does not control the entire category Fun(BG,Modω(R)), it does
control its Picard groupoid. We first observe that as long as pi0(R) is a domain,
each invertible object in Fun(BG,Modω(R)) is concentrated in a single degree,
this is a well-known fact about Picard groups of connective ring spectra which
we recall here:
Lemma 4.14. For a connective commutative ring spectrum R whose pi0(R)
is a domain, let X ∈ Fun(BG,Modω(R)) be invertible. Then the underlying
R-module of X is concentrated in [n, n] for some n.
Proof. Since R → pi0(R) has 1-connective fiber, for any R-module X the con-
nectivity of X agrees with the connectivity of the pi0(R)-module pi0(R)⊗RX . In
particular, X is concentrated in [a, b] if and only if the basechange pi0(R)⊗RX
is concentrated in [a, b] as a pi0(R)-module. We can therefore reduce to the case
of R an ordinary ring.
We now first check the claim for a local ring R, with maximal ideal m. Let
X be invertible, and let a be maximal and b minimal with X concentrated in
[a, b], i.e. pia(X) 6= 0 and pi−b(DX) 6= 0. We want to show a = b. Assume on
the contrary that a < b. Then X ⊗DX ≃ R, and so
0 ≃ pia−b(R) ≃ pia−b(X ⊗DX) ≃ pia(X)⊗R pi−b(DX).
But over local rings the tensor product of modules has no zero divisors, which
one can check after basechange to the field R/m because of the Nakayama
lemma. So pia(X) = 0 or pi−b(DX) = 0, a contradiction.
Now let R be an ordinary ring, which is a domain but not necessarily local,
and let X be invertible. The basechange to each localisation R(m) is concen-
trated in [nm, nm] for some nm, by basechanging further to the fraction field R(0)
we see that all nm agree, call that number n. It follows that the basechange of
X to each localization Rm is concentrated in [n, n]. This means that pii(X) for
each i < n is an R-module which vanishes after basechange to each R(m), i.e.
it is zero. The same argument shows that pii(DX) = 0 for i < −n. So X is
concentrated in [n, n].
Theorem 4.15. Let R be a connective commutative ring spectrum with pi0(R)
a domain. We have the following 1-cartesian diagram of Picard groupoids:
P ic(Fun(BG,Modω(R))) P ic(StMod
fin(RG))
P ic(Fun(BG,Modω(pi0(R)))) P ic(StMod
fin(pi0(R)G))
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Proof. Every invertible object of Modω(R) is concentrated in [n, n] for some n
by Lemma 4.14. It follows that the Picard groupoids of Fun(BG,Modω(R)) and
Fun(BG,Modω(pi0(R)) are contained in the symmetric-monoidal subcategories∐
n Fun(BG,Mod
n
ω(R)) and
∐
n Fun(BG,Mod
n
ω(pi0R)) (and therefore are also
given as P ic of those). So the claim follows from the 1-cartesian symmetric-
monoidal diagram∐
n Fun(BG,Mod
n
ω(R)) StMod
fin(RG)
∐
n Fun(BG,Mod
n
ω(pi0(R))) StMod
fin(pi0(R)G)
obtained from Proposition 4.13.
We obtain the following result controlling the Picard groupoid of SpG:
Theorem 4.16. Let F be a family of orbits of G, and let G/K 6∈ F with
G/K ′ ∈ F for all K ′ ( K. Then we have a 1-cartesian diagram
P ic(SpGω /F) P ic(Sp
G
ω /F ∪ {G/K})
P ic(Fun(BWG(K),Modω(Z))) P ic(StMod
fin(ZWG(K)))
HΦK HΦ
K
Proof. The pullback diagram from Theorem 3.10 yields a pullback diagram after
applying P ic, since P ic preserves limits, see [MS16, Prop. 2.2.3]. We can paste
this with the 1-cartesian diagram from Theorem 4.15, resulting in the desired
diagram.
In particular, an invertible element X˜ of SpG /F is given precisely by an in-
vertible element X of SpG /F ∪{G/K}, a candidate for the homology HΦK(X˜)
of the geometric fixed points, and an equivalence in StModfin(ZWG(K)) be-
tween the images. The objects of P ic(Fun(BWG(K),Modω(Z))) are, for exam-
ple by Lemma 4.14, precisely classified by a dimension and a homomorphism
WG(K)→ {±1} describing the action of WG(K) on Z[n]. The functor Φ
K
can
be described explicitly on an object X ∈ SpGω /F ∪ {G/K} as choosing some
(not necessarily invertible) lift X˜ ∈ SpGω /F and then considering the homology
HΦKX˜ as an object in StModfin(ZWG(K)).
For RG as in Theorem 3.11, we admit a similar statement:
Theorem 4.17. Assume R is connective and pi0(R) is a domain. Then, with
assumptions as in Theorem 4.16, we have a 1-cartesian diagram
P ic(Modω(RG)/F) P ic(Modω(R)/F ∪ {G/K})
P ic(Fun(BWG(K),Modω(pi0(R)))) P ic(StMod
fin(pi0(R)WG(K)))
HΦK HΦ
K
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We are now able to prove Theorem 1.2.
Theorem 4.18. The map Pic(SpG)→ Pic(Mod(HZG)) is an isomorphism.
Proof. We prove inductively that Pic(SpGω /F) → Pic(Modω(HZG)/F) is an
isomorphism. This is clear, since in the natural 1-cartesian diagram of Theorem
4.16 objects on both sides are described by the same data.
5 Localisation
In this section, we discuss how the stable module categories StModfin(ZG) are
related to completed variants StModfin(ZpG) and subgroups of G.
Lemma 5.1. Let G be a finite group and n = |G| its order. Let Zn denote the
completion limk Z/nk (this is a product of Zp where p ranges over all primes
dividing n.) The functor
StModfin(ZG)→ StModfin(ZnG) ≃
∏
p|n
StModfin(ZpG)
is fully faithful.
Proof. We can identify the map
mapStModfin(ZG)(X,Y )→ mapStModfin(ZnG)(Zn ⊗Z X,Zn ⊗Z Y )
with the map
(DX ⊗Z Y )
tG → (Zn ⊗Z DX ⊗Z Y )tG.
Both sides are n-complete since they are modules over ZtG, pi0 of which is Z/n.
So we can check equivalence after reducing mod n, where it follows from the
fact that Z and Zn agree after reduction mod n.
Proposition 5.2. The fully faithful functor
StModfin(ZG)→ StModfin(ZnG) ≃
∏
p|n
StModfin(ZpG)
is an idempotent completion, i.e. its codomain is idempotent complete, and
every object is a retract of an object in the essential image.
Proof. We first show every object in the codomain is a retract of one in the
essential image. Multiplication by n is zero in StModfin(ZnG), and so every
object Y is a retract of Y/n. Representing Y by a free Zn-module concentrated
in degree 0, we see that Y/n is represented by a free Z/n-module in degree 0,
which is clearly in the image of the basechange Z→ Zn.
We now check that the codomain is indeed idempotent complete. It suffices
to check that StModfin(ZpG) is idempotent complete. Let X ∈ StMod
fin(ZpG)
be some object with idempotent. We can represent this by a diagram
X
ε
−→ X
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in Fun(BG,Modω(Zp)), where X is concentrated in [0, 0] and ε is some not nec-
essarily idempotent map which reduces to the given idempotent in StModfin(ZpG).
Note that EndZp[G](X) → EndStModfin(ZpG)(X) annihilates all multiples of
pv, where pv is the largest power of p dividing |G|. We can assume ε to be an
idempotent in EndZp[G](X)/p
v. Indeed, the latter one is a finite ring, and so
the values of εk become eventually periodic, so for large enough k, ε2k = εk in
EndZp[G](X)/p
v, and so εk becomes an idempotent mod pv that still reduces to
our original idempotent in StModfin(ZpG).
We claim we find compatible idempotents εi ∈ EndZp[G](X)/p
i for all i ≥ v.
Given εi, we have
ε2i = εi + a
with a ∈ pi EndZp[G](X) and commuting with ε. So
ε2pi = ε
p
i
modulo pi+1, and we can take εi+1 = ε
p
i as desired. In the limit, the ε
p
i now
define an idempotent element of EndZp[G](X) lifting the original idempotent.
Since Fun(BG,Modω(Zp)) is idempotent complete, the result follows.
Corollary 5.3. For F ,K as in Theorem 3.10, the following diagram is also
1-cartesian:
P ic(SpGω /F) P ic(Sp
G
ω /F ∪ {G/K})
P ic(Fun(BWG(K),Modω(Z)))
∏
p||G|P ic(StMod
fin(ZpG)))
This only uses the fully faithfulness established in Proposition 5.2. In this
form, we say that invertible objects of SpG /F consist of an invertible object of
SpGω /F∪{G/K}, a candidate for the homology of the geometric K-fixed points,
and gluing data chosen locally at each p.
We now want to understand P ic(StModfin(ZpG)) better. In the classical
case with coefficients in a field k of characteristic p, Grodal [Gro16] establishes
a powerful descent mechanism that completely characterizes P ic(StModfin(kG))
in terms of the p-subgroups of G. The approach there is quite explicit, but un-
fortunately generalizing it directly to Zp-coefficients seems to involve additional
subtleties.
We learned from Mathew that this descent result can be obtained from
the general machinery developed in [MNN17]. Specifically, the stable module
category over a ring R can be written as category of modules in SpG over the
genuine Tate spectrum whose H-fixed points are RtH . For R = Zp (or k), this
spectrum is F -nilpotent for the family of p-subgroups, and so
Ind(StModfin(RG)) = lim
G/H∈Orbp(G)
Ind(StModfin(RH)) (7)
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by [MNN17, Theorem 6.42.]. Now for H = e, StModfin(RH) = 0, and so one
sees that one can drop the free orbit G/e ∈ Orbp(G) from the above limit.
One then has two important formal consequences:
Proposition 5.4. We have
P ic(StModfin(ZpG)) = lim
G/H∈Orb∗p(G)
P ic(StModfin(ZpH)).
where Orb∗p(G) denotes the full subcategory of orbits G/H where H is a non-
trivial p-group.
Proof. P ic preserves limits. From (7), we thus see that P ic(Ind(StModfin(ZpG)))
admits a corresponding limit description. Finally, P ic(Ind(StModfin(ZpG))) =
P ic(StModfin(ZpG)), since for R = Zp the category StMod
fin(ZpG) is idem-
potent complete by Proposition 5.2, and so agrees with compact objects of its
Ind-category.
Proposition 5.5. Morphisms in StMod(ZpG) admit a stable element descrip-
tion (as in group cohomology, cf. [CE56, Theorem XII.10.1]). More precisely,
[X,Y ]StMod(ZpG) agrees with the subgroup of all elements of [X,Y ]StMod(ZpP ) (P
a p-Sylow subgroup) which are stable in the following sense: Given P ′ ⊆ P and
g ∈ G with (P ′)g = gP ′g−1 ⊆ P , the two images of the morphism X → Y in
StMod(ZpP ) under the diagram
StMod(ZpP ) StMod(ZpP ′)
StMod(Zp(P ′)g)
∼
agree.
The fact that the stable module category can be identified with a module
category in SpG over a genuine Tate spectrum seems to be well-known, but we
reproduce it here since we were unable to find a reference.
Lemma 5.6. Let R = Z or Zp.
StModfin(RG) is generated by the objects R[G/H ] as a thick subcategory,
where H ranges over subgroups. If R is Zp, it suffices to let H range over
p-subgroups.
Proof. We need to show that every object can be obtained through retracts,
extensions, cofibers and shifts from objects of the form R[G/H ]. Recall first
that the functor
StModfin(ZG)→
∏
p
StModfin(ZpG)
is an idempotent completion by Proposition 5.2, in particular it is fully faithful
and every object on the left is a retract of an object on the right. It is thus
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sufficient to check that every object on the right is a retract of a finite filtered
object whose associated graded consists of sums of shifts of R[G/H ] (for various
H), and thus it is sufficient to check this for R = Zp. In that situation, first
assume G is a p-group. In that case, every object Y is a retract of Y/pk for
suitable k, and Y/pk admits a finite length filtration with associated gradeds of
the form Y/p. By choosing a representative of Y concentrated in [0, 0] we may
assume Y/p to be represented by a finite Fp-vector space with G-action. This
in turn admits a finite length filtration of objects of the form form Fp[G/G],
since every Fp[G]-module admits a filtration by trivial representations. Since
Fp[G/G] admits (as a complex) a length 2 filtration with associated graded
Zp[G/G] and Σ1Zp[G/G], there is a combined filtration on Y whose associated
graded consists of shifts of Zp[G/G].
For general G and Zp-coefficients, we may use the corresponding fact for a
p-Sylow subgroup P together with the observation that every Zp[G]-module Y
is a retract of Zp[G]⊗Zp[P ] Y .
Proposition 5.7. Let R be Z or Zp.
There is an equivalence
Ind(StModfin(RG)) ≃ ModSpG(R
tgenG)
where RtgenG ∈ SpG has H-fixed points RtH for each H ⊆ G.
Proof. We consider the symmetric monoidal functor
SpGω → StMod
fin(RG)
obtained as the composite SpGω → Fun(BG, Spω) → Fun(BG,Modω(R)) →
StModfin(RG). It is exact and therefore induces a colimit-preserving symmetric
monoidal functor
SpG → Ind(StModfin(RG)).
By the adjoint functor theorem, it admits a right adjoint Ind(StModfin(RG))→
SpG, which is then lax symmetric monoidal. The image of the unit is therefore
a commutative algebra RtgenG ∈ SpG. Observe also that the left adjoint sends
Σ∞+G/H 7→ R[G/H ], so R
tgenG has H-fixed points given by
mapStModfin(RG)(R[G/H ], R) ≃ mapStModfin(RH)(R,R) ≃ R
tH .
We obtain a factorisation
Ind(StModfin(RG))→ ModSpG(R
tgenG)→ SpG .
Since the composite preserves limits and is accessible (in fact, colimit preserv-
ing, since the left adjoint SpG → Ind(StModfin(RG)) preserves compacts), and
the forgetful functor ModSpG(R
tgenG)→ SpG preserves limits and colimits, the
functor Ind(StModfin(RG))→ ModSpG(R
tgenG) also preserves limits and is ac-
cessible, so it admits a left adjoint. By uniqueness of adjoints and the fact that
adjoints compose, we have thus factored the original functor into
SpG → ModSpG(R
tgenG)→ Ind(StModfin(RG)).
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It is now enough the check that the second functor is fully faithful, since it
hits compact generators by Lemma 5.6. We can check fully faithfullness on
generators, and by duality, it suffices to analyze the case
mapMod
SpG
(RtgenG)(R
tgenG[G/H ], RtgenG)→ mapStMod(RG)(R[G/H ], R).
But this is an equivalence more or less by definition: The left hand side is given
by H-fixed points of RtgenG, which is the right hand side by construction of
RtgenG.
6 Dimension functions
For an invertible object X ∈ P ic(SpG /F), we have its dimension function
dim(X) ∈ C(G) =
∏
G/H∈Orb(G)
Z
and its orientation behaviour
e(X) ∈
∏
G/H∈Orb(G)
Hom(WG(H), {±1}).
The former assigns to every G/H the dimension of ΦHX , i.e. the integer
dimH(X) with Φ
HX ≃ SdimH (X), the latter assigns to X the action of WG(H)
on Z ≃ HdimH(X)(Φ
HX). We think of this pair as generalized dimension func-
tion of X , taking values in
D(G) :=
∏
G/H∈Orb(G)
Z×Hom(WG(H), {±1}).
For a generalized dimension function d, we write dH for the element of Z ×
Hom(WG(H), {±1}), and Z[dH ] for the object of Fun(BWG(H),Modω(Z)) given
by Z in degree given by the first factor of dH , and WG(H)-action given by the
second factor of dH . Note that every invertible object of Fun(BWG(H),Modω(Z))
is of this form by Lemma 4.14. We will sometimes also abusively write dH for
just the “dimension” part of dH .
The kernel of the homomorphism
Pic(SpG)→ C(G)
is seen by tom Dieck-Petrie in [tDP82] to consist of invertible objects with trivial
orientation behaviour, an observation we will be able to reproduce in Corollary
6.5. Furthermore, they show that this kernel agrees with the Picard group of
the Burnside ring A(G) (see also [FLM01]). More explicitly, for an object X
with trivial generalized dimension function, they check that the image of
piG0 (X)
ΦH
−−→ [ΦHS0,ΦHX ] ≃ Z→ Z/|WG(K)|
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consists of a single invertible element, well-defined up to sign (since the identifi-
cation with Z depends on an orientation of ΦHX). X is trivial precisely if this
unit is ±1 for each H , and each unit can be realized. In particular, the kernel
of Pic(SpG) → D(G) is given by the product of (Z/|WG(H)|)×/{±1} over all
conjugacy classes of subgroups H ⊆ G.
In light of the 1-cartesian diagrams provided by Proposition 4.13 and The-
orem 4.16, this characterization arises very naturally.
Definition 6.1. We let
DF :=
∏
G/H 6∈F
Z×Hom(WG(H), {±1})
be the group of partial generalized dimension functions (away from F), and
Pic0(SpGω /F) the kernel of the homomorphism
Pic(SpGω /F)→ DF .
Lemma 6.2. Let X ∈ SpGω /F ∪{G/K} be such that X represents an object of
Pic0(SpGω /F ∪ {G/K}) (i.e. the partial generalized dimension function of X is
trivial). Then:
1. There exists a map S0 → X in SpGω /F ∪ {G/K} which induces an equiv-
alence mod |G|.
2. The image HΦ
K
X in StMod(ZWG(K)) is equivalent to Z[0]. Here HΦ
K
denotes the right vertical map from the diagram of Theorem 4.16.
3. There exist precisely |(Z/|WG(K)|)/{±1}| preimages of X in Pic
0(SpGω /F).
Proof. Let F ′ denote F ∪ {G/K}. We prove the lemma by induction on the
size of F ′. If F ′ is all of Orb(G) (and K necessarily G, F the family of all
nontrivial orbits of G), the first two statements are trivial, the third one is just
the observation that an invertible object of SpGω /F ≃ Spω of dimension 0 is
equivalent to S0.
For the inductive step, let K ′ be such that G/K ′ 6∈ F ′ and that F ′∪{G/K ′}
is still a family. Inductively, we may assume the statement of the lemma for
F ′ ∪ {G/K ′}. Thus, the image of X in SpG /F ′ ∪ {G/K ′} receives a map from
S0 → X which is a mod |G| equivalence. Proposition 4.13 now says that in the
square
mapSpGω /F ′(S
0, X) mapSpGω /F ′∪{G/K′}(S
0, X)
mapFun(BWG(K′),Modω(Z))(Z[0],Z[0]) mapStMod(ZWG(K′))(Z[0],Z[0])
the map from the upper left corner to the pullback is an isomorphism on pi0.
The given map S0 → X in SpGω /F
′ ∪ {G/K ′} becomes an equivalence after
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reduction mod |G| by assumption, and since the lower right corner has pi0 given
by Z/|WG(K ′)|, in which |G| is 0, this shows that the image in the lower right
corner is a unit of Z/|WG(K ′)|. We can determine a map S0 → X in Sp
G
ω /F
′ by
choosing a preimage in [Z[0],Z[0]]Fun(BWG(K′),Modω(Z)) = Z, this is necessarily
a unit mod |G|. This proves the first statement.
For the second statement, note that the map S0 → X induces a map
ΦKS0 → ΦKX , which after mod |G| reduction induces an equivalence. Since in
StMod(ZWG(K)), we can check equivalences after mod |G| reduction (every ob-
ject is a retract of its mod |G| reduction as |G| is zero in [Z[0],Z[0]]StMod(ZWG(K))),
this shows that the given map S0 → X induces an isomorphism on their images
in StMod(ZWG(K)), proving the second claim.
For the third claim, just note that giving a lift of X to Pic0(SpGω /F) is the
same as giving an isomorphism between Z[0] andHΦ
K
(X) in StMod(ZWG(K)),
and two such lifts are equivalent if the chosen isomorphisms differ by an au-
tomorphism of Z[0] in Fun(BWG(K),Modω(Z)). Those automorphisms are
precisely given by signs. Since we have seen above that HΦ
K
(X) is equiva-
lent to Z[0] in StMod(ZWG(K)), and the automorphisms of Z[0] in that cate-
gory are precisely (Z/WG(K))×, we see that the lifts of X are a free orbit of
(Z/WG(K))×/{±1}.
Corollary 6.3. Pic0(SpGω /F) → Pic
0(SpGω /F ∪ {G/K}) is surjective with
kernel (Z/WG(K))×/{±1}. In particular, the group Pic
0(SpGω /F) has order∏
G/H 6∈F |(Z/WG(K))
×/{±1}|.
Corollary 6.4. Whether an element of Pic(SpGω /F ∪ {G/K}) can be lifted to
Pic(SpGω /F) depends solely on its partial generalized dimension function, i.e.
image in DF∪{G/K}(G). More precisely, given two invertible objects X,Y of
SpGω /F ∪ {G/K} with the same image d = d(X) = d(Y ) in DF∪{G/K}(G), and
a choice of extension d˜ ∈ DF of d, there exists a lift of X to Pic(Sp
G
ω /F) with
partial generalized dimension function d˜ if and only if such a lift exists of Y .
Proof. Under the given assumptions, the object X ⊗ Y −1 is in Pic0(SpGω /F ∪
{G/K}), and by Corollary 6.3 admits a lift ˜X ⊗ Y −1 to Pic0(SpGω /F). Given
a lift of Y as described, we can tensor it with ˜X ⊗ Y −1 to obtain a lift of X as
described, and similarly vice versa.
Corollary 6.4 allows us to reduce the inductive study of Pic(SpGω /F) to the
easier-to-manage question of which elements of DF (G) are partial generalized
dimension functions of invertible objects of SpGω /F .
Corollary 6.5. f X ∈ SpGω /F is invertible and has dimension function constant
0, the generalized dimension function is also 0 (i.e. the orientation behaviour
is also trivial). As a result, if two invertible objects have the same dimension
function, they have the same generalized dimension function.
Proof. Let G/K be such that F ∪ {G/K} is a bigger family. By inductively
applying the result to the image of X in SpGω /F ∪{G/K}, we may assume that
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image to lie in Pic0(SpGω /F ∪ {G/K}). By Lemma 6.2, HΦ
K(X) is equivalent
in StMod(ZWG(K)) to Z[0] with the trivial action. So the statement follows
from the observation that in StMod(ZWG(K)), Z[0] is never equivalent to Zχ[0]
for some nontrivial action χ :WG(K)→ {±1}: Indeed,
[Z[0],Z[0]]StMod(ZWG(K)) = Z/|WG(K)|,
[Z[0],Zχ[0]]StMod(ZWG(K)) = 0,
distinguishing the two, as |WG(K)| > 1 (otherwise, there is no nontrivial χ).
As a result, the dimension function determines the orientation behaviour.
We now discuss some results about p-complete G-spectra SpGp . On compact
objects, p-complete spectra agree with modules over the p-completion (SG)∧p , so
the coefficient version of Theorem 4.16 gives 1-cartesian diagrams
P ic((SpGp )ω/F) P ic((Sp
G
p )ω/F ∪ {G/K})
P ic(Fun(BWG(K),Modω(Zp))) P ic(StMod(ZpG)).
Note that invertible objects of Fun(BWG(K),Modω(Zp)) are given by a pair
in Z × Hom(WG(K),Z×p ). We denote the corresponding notion of generalized
dimension functions by
DF(G;Zp) =
∏
G/H 6∈F
Z×Hom(WG(K),Z×p ),
and define Pic0((SpGp )ω/F) as the kernel of
Pic((SpGp )ω/F)→ DF (G;Zp).
Lemma 6.6. Pic0((SpGp )ω/F) is trivial, i.e. a p-complete invertible object with
trivial partial generalized dimension function is equivalent to S0. As a result, p-
complete invertible objects are classified by their generalized dimension function.
Proof. We simply show that Pic0((SpGp )ω/F) → Pic
0((SpGp )ω/F ∪ {G/K}) is
injective. An object in the kernel is given by an isomorphism in
[Z[0],Z[0]]StMod(ZpWG(K)) = Zp/|WG(K)|,
and two such isomorphisms lead to the same object if the isomorphisms differ
by an isomorphism coming from
[Z[0],Z[0]]Fun(BWG(K),Modω(Zp)) = Zp.
As the map Zp → (Zp/|WG(K)|)× is surjective, all elements in the kernel are
trivial.
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Proposition 6.7. Let d ∈ DF (G) be a partial generalized dimension function.
Then d can be realized by an invertible object of SpGω /F if and only if the image
of d in DF (G;Zp) can be realized by an invertible object of (Sp
G
p )ω/F for each
p dividing |G|.
Proof. One direction is clear. For the converse, assume d can be realized p-
completely for each p dividing |G|. We have to show that it can be realized in
SpGω /F . Assume we have inductively already found an invertible X ∈ Sp
G
ω /F ∪
{G/K} whose partial generalized dimension function is the restriction of d.
Then we need to find an isomorphism in StMod(ZWG(K)) between Z[dK ] and
HΦ(X). By assumption we have such isomorphisms in StMod(ZpWG(K)) for
each p, since d can be realized p-completely. As
StMod(ZWG(K))→
∏
p||G|
StMod(ZpWG(K))
is fully faithful by Proposition 5.2, this finishes the proof.
7 Naturality
The 1-cartesian diagrams from Theorem 4.16 are natural in two important ways.
First, observe that for a subgroup K ⊆ G, the geometric fixed points functor
ΦK : SpG → Sp actually admits a refinement through genuine WG(K)-spectra,
ΦK : SpG → SpWG(K). For example, this comes from the fact that the K-fixed
points functor
SG → SWG(K)
from G-spaces to WG(K)-spaces, sends representation spheres S
V to represen-
tation spheres SV
K
and thus induces a unique symmetric monoidal colimit-
preserving functor from G-spectra to WG(K)-spectra, similar to how usual ge-
ometric fixed points are characterized by what they do on suspension spectra.
For a family of orbits F ⊆ Orb(G) not containing G/K, observe that ΦK
vanishes on all Σ∞+ G/H , H ∈ F . Indeed, if (G/H)
K 6= ∅ for some H , K is
contained in some conjugate of H . But then G/H cannot be contained in F ,
since F is a family.
If F contains G/K ′ for all proper subgroups K ′ ( K, we thus get symmetric
monoidal functors induced by ΦK :
SpG /F → SpWG(K)
SpG /(F ∪ {G/K})→ SpWG(K) /{WG(K)/e}
These fit together to give a diagram
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P ic(SpG /F) P ic(SpG /F ∪ {G/K})
P ic(SpWG(K)) P ic(SpWG(K) /{WG(K)/e})
P ic(Fun(BWG(K),Modω(Z))) P ic(StMod(ZWG(K)))
(8)
in which the bottom and outer squares are 1-cartesian, hence the upper square
is also 1-cartesian.
Definition 7.1. Let d ∈ DF (G). For every G/K 6∈ F , we define an element
ϕKd ∈ D(WG(K)) as follows: To every subgroup H ⊆ WG(K), we assign
its preimage H˜ ⊆ NG(K), and we get maps WWG(K)(H)
∼=
←− WNG(K)(H˜) →
WG(H˜). We let
(ϕKd)H ∈ Z×Hom(WWG(K)(H), {±1})
be obtained from dH˜ ∈ Z×Hom(WG(H˜)) by restriction in the second factor.
Proposition 7.2. Let d ∈ DF (G). Then d can be realized as partial generalized
dimension function of an object of P ic(SpGω /F) if and only if ϕ
Kd can be realized
as generalized dimension function of an object of P ic(SpWG(K)ω ) for each G/K 6∈
F .
Proof. We proceed by induction over the size of F , starting with F = Orb(G),
where the statement is trivial. So assume we know the statement for all families
larger than F , let G/K 6∈ F with G/K ′ ∈ F for all proper subgroups K ′ ( K.
We now consider diagram (8). The value of d at K determines an object in
the lower left corner, and by induction the image of d in DF∪{G/K}(G) can be
realized by an objectX in the upper right corner. We need to find “gluing data”,
i.e. an isomorphism between their images in the lower right corner. The image
Φ
K
X in the middle right term has dimension function given by the image of ϕKd
in D{WG(K)/e}(WG(K)). Since the dimension function ϕ
Kd can be realized by
assumption, by Corollary 6.4 Φ
K
X lifts to an object of P ic(SpWG(K)) with the
desired image in the lower left corner. Since the bottom square is 1-cartesian,
this produces the desired gluing isomorphism in the lower right corner.
Proposition 7.2 shows that we can inductively reduce realisability of gener-
alized dimension functions in DF (G) to realisability of generalized dimension
functions in D(WG(K)). For F a nonempty family, this involves only groups
WG(K) strictly smaller than G. However, when analyzing realizability of entire
generalized dimension functions, i.e. elements of D(G), Proposition 7.2 does not
help in deciding whether we can lift from P ic(SpGω /{G/e}) to P ic(Sp
G), since
the Weyl group of e ⊆ G is G again.
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For understanding the behaviour of the square
P ic(SpGω ) P ic(Sp
G
ω /{G/e})
P ic(Fun(BG,Modω(Z))) P ic(StMod(ZG))
we analyze another notion of naturality: Given a subgroup G′ ⊆ G, we get
induced symmetric-monoidal restriction functors
SpGω → Sp
G′
ω
SpGω /{G/e} → Sp
G′
ω /{G
′/e}.
These induce a map between the 1-cartesian squares given by Theorem 4.16:
P ic(SpGω ) P ic(Sp
G
ω /{G/e})
P ic(Fun(BG,Modω(Z))) P ic(StMod(ZG))
P ic(SpG
′
ω ) P ic(Sp
G′
ω /{G
′/e})
P ic(Fun(BG′,Modω(Z))) P ic(StMod(ZG′))
Proposition 7.3. Let d ∈ D(G), and assume that the image of d in D{G/e}(G)
is realizable by an invertible object X of SpGω /{G/e}. Then d can be realized by
an invertible object of SpG if and only if for every p, there is an isomorphism
between Z[de] and the image of X in StMod(ZP ) (for P a p-Sylow subgroup)
which is stable in the sense of Proposition 5.5.
Proof. By Proposition 6.7 it suffices to realize d in P ic(SpGp ) for each p. We thus
have to find an isomorphism between HΦ
e
(X) and Z[de] in StMod(ZpG). Now
the statement is precisely the stable elements formula for maps in StMod(ZpG)
from Proposition 5.5.
8 Applications
We now explicitly carry out the analysis of P ic(SpG) via Theorem 4.16 for small
groups G, leading up to G = A5.
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8.1 The group Cp
For G = Cp, Theorem 4.16 applied to K = G/e yields a 1-cartesian diagram
P ic(SpCp) P ic(Spω /{G/e})
P ic(Fun(BCp,Modω(Z))) P ic(StMod
fin(ZCp))
and Theorem 3.10 applied to K = Cp furthermore identifies Spω /{G/e} with
Spω, via geometric fixed points Φ
Cp .
An invertible Cp-spectrum is therefore given by a dimension de for its under-
lying spectrum ΦeX , together with an orientation behaviour given by an action
of C2 on Z if p = 2, a dimension dCp for its geometric fixed points Φ
CpX , and
an isomorphism in StMod(ZCp) between Z[de] and Z[dCp ].
For odd p, we have
[Z[de],Z[dCp ]]StMod(ZCp) =
{
0 if de − dCp odd,
Fp if de − dCp even.
So there exists an X with dimensions de and dCp precisely if ne−nCp is even. Of
the F×p many isomorphisms we can choose as gluing data in that case, two lead
to isomorphic X precisely if they agree in Fp/{±1}, since the automorphisms of
that lift to the upper right and lower left categories of our pullback are precisely
those given by signs. This fits together with the observation established in
Corollary 6.3 that there are p−12 many different invertible X with Φ
eX = S0
and ΦCpX = S0, and more generally that every realizable dimension function
has p−12 different invertible X realizing it.
For p = 2, a generalized dimension function not only encodes dimensions de
and dC2 , but also an action of C2 on Z[de], the orientation behaviour. Here we
have
[Z[de],Z[dC2 ]]StMod(ZCp)
=

F2 if de − dC2 even, orientation behaviour of de trivial.
F2 if de − dC2 odd, orientation behaviour of de nontrivial.
0 if de − dC2 otherwise.
It follows that in this case every combination of dimensions can be realized by
a unique invertible object, and the action of C2 on Φ
e(X) is determined by the
parity of ne − nC2 .
8.2 The group Cp × Cp
We now discuss G = Cp × Cp and illustrate how Theorem 4.16 reproduces
a theorem of Borel. The subgroup lattice of Cp × Cp consists of the trivial
subgroup e, the full subgroup Cp × Cp, and p+ 1 subgroups Cip of order p.
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Theorem 8.1 (Borel, [Bor60]). Let G = Cp × Cp, and let X be an invertible
G-spectrum. Then
dimΦe(X)−
∑
i
dimΦC
i
p(X) + p dimΦCp×Cp(X) = 0.
We will actually show the following stronger statement:
Proposition 8.2.
1. For p odd, a generalized dimension function d ∈ D(Cp×Cp) can be realized
precisely if all dCip − dCp×Cp are even, and the Borel relation holds, i.e.
de −
∑
i
dCip + pdCp×Cp(X) = 0.
2. For p = 2, a generalized dimension function d ∈ D(C2×C2) can be realized
precisely if the orientation behaviour at Ci2 is determined by the sign of
dCi2−dC2×C2 , the orientation behaviour at e is given by the homomorphism
C2 × C2 → {±1} which is the product of dCi2 − dC2×C2 copies of the
homomorphism with kernel Ci2, multiplied over all i, and the Borel relation
de −
∑
i
dCi2 + 2dC2×C2
holds.
Proof. We focus first on the case p odd, and look at invertible objects in
SpCp×Cpω /{Cp × Cp/e}. These have dimension functions indexed by the full
group Cp × Cp and the p + 1 many subgroups of order p. By Proposition 7.2,
a partial dimension function d can be realized if and only if, for each of the
subgroups Cip, the element ϕ
Cipd ∈ D(Cp) can be realized by an invertible ob-
ject of SpCp . Here, (ϕC
i
pd)e = dCip , and (ϕ
Cipd)Cp = dCp×Cp , and so a partial
dimension function d ∈ D{Cp×Cp/e}(Cp × Cp) can be realized if and only if all
the differences
dCip − dCp×Cp
are even. Observe now that these partial dimension functions are spanned by
the partial dimension function of the trivial S1, and partial dimension functions
which assign 2 to a single Cip and 0 to all other groups. This partial dimension
function is in fact realized by an actual representation sphere, namely the one
obtained by restricting a nontrivial rotation representation λ of Cp on R2 to
Cp×Cp along a homomorphism Cp×Cp → Cp with kernel Cip. So all realizable
partial dimension functions in D{Cp×Cp/e}(Cp × Cp) can in fact be realized by
invertible objects of SpCp×Cpω .
Since it is easy to see that the generating representation spheres above satisfy
the Borel relation, it now suffices to check that the dimension of Φe(X) for
an invertible object X ∈ P ic(SpCp×Cpω ) is uniquely determined by the partial
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dimension function of the image of X in P ic(SpCp×Cpω /{Cp×Cp/e}). In light of
Corollary 6.4, this follows once we know that Z[n] ≃ Z[m] in StMod(ZCp ×Cp)
implies n = m. If this were wrong, Tate cohomology of Cp×Cp with coefficients
in Z would be (n−m)-periodic, which is seen to be absurd by direct computation.
For p = 2, one similarly checks that the realizable partial generalized di-
mension functions in D{C2×C2/e}(C2 × C2) are precisely the ones where the
dimensions are arbitrary, and the orientation behaviour at Ci2 depends on the
parity of dCi2 − dC2×C2 . These are spanned by the trivial S
1 and restrictions
of the sign representation sphere of C2, all of whom satisfy the Borel relation.
Similarly, one checks that these representations spheres and everything spanned
by them have the given description for the orientation behaviour at e. Fi-
nally, nonperiodicity of Tate cohomology of C2×C2 and Corollary 6.5 finish the
proof.
8.3 The group D2p
In the dihedral groupD2p for odd p, we have four conjugacy classes of subgroups:
The trivial subgroup e, the entire group D2p, the normal subgroup Cp and p
copies of C2, all conjugate to each other.
Proposition 8.3. A generalized dimension function d ∈ D(D2p) is realizable
is and only if the following holds:
1. The orientation behaviour at Cp is determined by the parity of dCp−dD2p .
2. The orientation behaviour at e is determined by the parity of dC2 + dCp .
3. We have de − 2dC2 − dCp + 2dD2p = 0 mod 4.
Proof. By Proposition 7.2 and the results on C2, the realizable partial general-
ized dimension functions in d ∈ D{D2p/e} are precisely those where the orien-
tation behaviour at Cp is determined by the parity of dCp − dD2p , no further
constraints. In particular, the first condition is necessary.
These partial generalized dimension functions are in fact spanned by the gen-
eralized dimension function of representation spheres: The trivial 1-dimensional
representation, the 1-dimensional sign representation σ, and the 2-dimensional
dihedral representation λ. These have generalized dimension functions as in-
dicated in the following table. Since all Weyl groups are either trivial or have
precisely two homomorphisms to {±1}, we indicate the orientation behaviour
by a sign subscript:
e C2 Cp D2p
1 1+ 1 1+ 1
σ 1− 0 1− 0
λ 2− 1 0+ 0
(9)
In particular, the map P ic(SpGω ) → P ic(Sp
G
ω /{G/e}) is surjective. We de-
termine its kernel. For that, we have to determine all invertible objects of
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Fun(BD2p,Modω(Z)) which are equivalent to Z[0] in StMod(ZD2p). Invertible
objects are of the form Z[n] or Z−[n].
One computes that Tate cohomology of D2p is precisely 4-periodic. With
coefficients in Z, the sequence of cohomology groups reads Z/2p, 0,Z/2, 0, . . ..
With coefficients in Z−, the sequence reads 0,Z/2,Z/p,Z/2, . . .. As a result,
Z−[n] is never equivalent to Z[0] in StMod(ZD2p), and Z[n] is equivalent to Z[0]
if and only if n is divisible by 4.
It follows that the realizable entire generalized dimension functions are gen-
erated by the dimension functions of the representation spheres from table (9)
and the generalized dimension function which is 4+ at e and 0 everywhere else.
One directly checks that the subgroup of D(D2p) generated by those can be
characterized as claimed.
8.4 The group A5
We now compute the possible dimension functions for G = A5. The conjugacy
classes of subgroups of A5 are described as follows:
|H | 1 2 3 4 5 6 10 12 60
H e C2 C3 C2 × C2 C5 D6 D10 A4 A5
WG(H) A5 C2 C2 C3 C2 e e e e
By Proposition 7.2 a partial generalized dimension function d ∈ D{A5/e}(A5)
is realizable if and only if the following holds:
1. The number dC2×C2 − dA4 is even.
2. The orientation behaviour at C2 is determined by the parity of dC2 −
dC2×C2 .
3. The orientation behaviour at C3 is determined by the parity of dC3 −dD6 .
4. The orientation behaviour at C5 is determined by the parity of dC5−dD10 .
We now apply Proposition 7.3. LetX be an invertible object of SpA5ω /{A5/e}.
The restriction of d to D(C2 × C2) can be realized by an invertible object of
SpC2×C2ω if and only if
de − 3dC2 + 2dC2×C2 = 0.
It follows that under this condition, we find an isomorphism between Z[de] and
HΦ
e
X in StMod(Z2C2 × C2) = StMod(ZC2 × C2). Since then
[Z[de], HΦ
e
(X)]StMod(Z2C2×C2) ≃ [Z[de],Z[de]]StMod(Z2C2×C2) ≃ Z/4,
which just doesn’t have a nontrivial C3-action, the isomorphism is necessarily
stable, satisfying the assumption of Proposition 7.3.
For p = 3 and p = 5 we proceed slightly differently: Note that A5 and D6
have the same 3-Sylow subgroup, and a morphism of StMod(Z3C3) is stable with
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respect to StMod(Z3A5) if and only if it is stable with respect to StMod(Z3D6),
since D6 is the normalizer of C3. The analogous statement at p = 5 holds for
D10 and C5. It follows that the assumption of Proposition 7.3 for p = 3 and
p = 5 can be checked after restriction to D6 and D10. Since we fully understand
conditions for realizability in those cases (Proposition 8.3), we arrive at:
Proposition 8.4. A generalized dimension function d ∈ D(A5) is realizable if
and only if:
1. dC2×C2 − dA4 = 0 mod 2.
2. The orientation behaviour at C2 is determined by the parity of dC2 −
dC2×C2 .
3. The orientation behaviour at C3 is determined by the parity of dC3 − dD6 .
4. The orientation behaviour at C5 is determined by the parity of dC5−dD10 .
5. de − 3dC2 + 2dC2×C2 = 0.
6. dC2 + dC3 = 0 mod 2
7. dC2 + dC5 = 0 mod 2
8. de − 2dC2 − dC3 + 2dD6 = 0 mod 4
9. de − 2dC2 − dC5 + 2dD10 = 0 mod 4
A somewhat arbitrary basis for the subgroup of D(A5) consisting of all gen-
eralized dimension functions satisfying these conditions can be computed using
the Smith normal form algorithm, and is given as follows:
e C2 C3 C2 × C2 C5 D6 D10 A4 A5
1 1+ 1+ 1 1+ 1 1 1 1
4 2− 2− 1 0+ 1 0 1 0
5 3+ 1+ 2 1+ 1 1 0 0
3 1− 1− 0 1− 0 0 0 0
0 0+ 2− 0 0+ 1 0 0 0
8 4+ 0+ 2 0+ 0 0 0 0
0 0+ 4+ 0 0+ 0 0 0 0
12 4+ 0+ 0 0+ 0 0 0 0
The first four rows can be realized by representation spheres over A5, namely
the trivial and the irreducible 4, 5 and (either one of the) 3-dimensional repre-
sentations. The remaining four rows are more exotic, and we have no geometric
construction of the corresponding invertible A5-spectra. Note that there are
several other interesting dimension functions contained in the span, for example
the dimension function with dA5 = 1 and dH = 0 for all other subgroups.
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